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IL-17 is the hallmark cytokine of the newly described “Th17” lymphocyte population. The composition, subunit dynamics, and ligand contacts of the IL-17 receptor are poorly defined. We previously demonstrated that the IL-17RA subunit oligomerizes in the membrane without a ligand. In this study, computational modeling identified two fibronectin-III-like (FN) domains in IL-17RA connected by a nonstructured linker, which we predicted to mediate homotypic interactions. In yeast two-hybrid, the membrane-proximal FN domain (FN2), but not the membrane-distal domain (FN1), formed homomeric interactions. The ability of FN2 to drive ligand-independent multimerization was verified by coimmunoprecipitation and fluorescence resonance energy transfer microscopy. Thus, FN2 constitutes a “pre-ligand assembly domain” (PLAD). Further studies indicated that the FN2 linker domain contains the IL-17 binding site, which was never mapped. However, the FN1 domain is also required for high affinity interactions with IL-17. Therefore, although the PLAD is located entirely within FN2, effective ligand binding also involves contributions from the linker and FN1. The Journal of Immunology, 2007, 179: 6379–6383.

The discovery of a novel subset of Th cells termed Th17 has provided new insights regarding the regulation of inflammation. Th17 cells secrete IL-17 (IL-17A), IL-17F, TNF-α, and IL-22 and play crucial roles in host defense and autoimmunity. TGFβ and IL-6 drive the generation of Th17 cells, and expansion of this population requires IL-23 (1). Accumulating evidence supports a causative role for IL-23 and IL-17 in rheumatoid arthritis, colitis, and other autoimmune conditions (2). Accordingly, inhibition of the IL-23/IL-17 axis prevents development of the Th17 lineage or its subsequent inflammatory pathology (3, 4). Thus, blockade of IL-17 is a compelling strategy for treating inflammatory disease (5).

Targeting IL-17 effectively requires a detailed understanding of its receptor. IL-17 signals through IL-17RA, a ubiquitously expressed transmembrane receptor (6). IL-17RA is the founding member of the IL-17R superfamily, members of which share remarkably little homology with other classes of cytokine receptors. Recent evidence indicates that human IL-17 also requires IL-17RC for signal transduction (7). We recently showed that murine IL-17 signals through a complex consisting of at least two IL-17RA subunits, which are preassembled in the membrane in the absence of ligand (8). Notably, ligand-independent oligomerization of receptor subunits is characteristic of other receptor systems, including the erythropoietin receptor and TLRs (9–12). In particular, TNFR superfamily members associate through a “pre-ligand assembly domain” (PLAD),3 located in a cysteine-rich motif that is physically distinct from the ligand-binding domain (9, 13). Preassembly is thought to prevent the formation of nonproductive multimeric complexes. Indeed, dominant interfering mutations in Fas that cause an autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome require a functional PLAD to create mixed, nonfunctional trimers (14), and a TNFR homologue in poxviruses prevents the apoptotic function of TNF-α via a conserved viral PLAD (15). Strikingly, a soluble peptide encoding a TNFR PLAD inhibits TNF-α-mediated pathology in murine arthritis models, suggesting that PLAD domains are valid targets for anticytokine therapy (16).

Although IL-17RA bears no sequence homology to the TNFR, our finding that IL-17RA subunits multimerize in the absence of ligand predicted the existence of a functional PLAD in IL-17RA (8). Accordingly, in this study we describe a fibronectin III-like...
domain within IL-17RA that mediates homomeric interactions. The IL-17 binding site was also delineated in this study. This is the first structure-function analysis of any IL-17R superfamily domain, and the discovery of an IL-17RA PLAD reveals a potential new avenue of anticytokine therapeutics.

Materials and Methods

Molecular modeling

Using the feature aligner at SWISS-PROT, the extracellular sequence of IL-17RA was submitted to PHYRE (17). Coordinates were manipulated on an SGI Tezro visualization workstation with Accelrys Insight II software.

Plasmids, cell culture, luciferase assays, yeast two-hybrid (Y2H), and immunoprecipitations

IL-17RA constructs fused to YFP and CFP were as described (8), and IL-17RAΔ terminates at residue 526 (8). HEK293 and IL-17RAKO (knockout) cells were maintained in αMEM (Sigma-Aldrich) with 10% FBS and antibiotics. Cells were transfected with FuGENE 6 (Roche) and selected in G418 or hygromycin B. Cytoxines were from R&D Systems or Peprotech and used at 100–200 ng/ml (IL-17 and IL-17F) or 2 ng/ml (TNF-α). Luciferase assays were performed with a 24p3-Luc reporter (18). For Y2H, IL-17RA extracellular domain (ECD) constructs were fused to the Gal4 DNA binding domain or activation domain in the pGBKT7 and pGADT7 plasmids (BD Clontech). Saccharomyces cerevisiae was transformed by standard methods. For immunoprecipitation, cell lysates were prepared in 1% Nonidet P-40 buffer as described (19), immunoprecipitated with anti-hemagglutinin (HA) (Roche) or M177 (Amgen) and HA-Sepharose, and Western blots were probed with anti-GFP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or anti-HA.

Flow cytometry and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

Cells were stained with M750 or M177 anti-IL-17RA and anti-rat PE (BD Pharmingen). IL17.Fc was prepared and used as described (19), and endogenous human IL-17RA was blocked with anti-human IL-17RA (M202). FRET data were obtained from membrane regions from three channel images (Zeiss AIM software) (8, 20). Efficiencies were calculated by normalized FRET (N-FRET) (20, 21).

Results

Identification of the IL-17RA PLAD

To gain insight into the structure of murine IL-17RA we used the PHYRE modeling program, which incorporates multiple structure prediction algorithms (17). Extending a prior report (22), this analysis predicted two FN domains (FN1, residues 69–183; FN2, residues 205–282) joined by a nonstructured linker (residues 184–204) (Fig. 1A). A similar structure was obtained for human IL-17RA (data not shown). To evaluate the functional significance of the FN and linker regions in self-association, we used Y2H (Table I and Fig. 1B). Productive associations were observed between full length (FL) IL-17RA ECD and the FN2 or FN2linker (Table I, rows C and D), but not between FL and FN1 (Table I, row B). Consistently, FN2linker and FN2 were both capable of self-association (Table I, rows I–L) but did not interact with FN1 (Table I, rows F–H). The FN2linker construct interacted with itself or FN2 somewhat more strongly than FN2 alone (Table I, rows I–L), while FN1 was not capable of self-association (Table I, row B). Consistently, FN2linker and FN2 were both capable of self-association (Table I, rows I–L) but did not interact with FN1 (Table I, rows F–H). The FN2linker construct interacted with itself or FN2 somewhat more strongly than FN2 alone (Table I, rows I–L), while FN1 was not capable of self-association (Table I, row E).

Together, these results suggest that FN2 and not FN1 mediates oligomerization of IL-17RA. Although the inter-FN linker may stabilize interactions, it is not essential for FN2 dimerization.

To substantiate these data in a cellular setting, we performed FRET and coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) studies in HEK293...
cells. IL-17RA constructs (Fig. 1B) with an intact ECD or containing only the FN2 linker were fused to CFP and YFP (for convenience of expression, the cytoplasmic tail was truncated at residue 526, termed “IL-17RAΔ”; in prior studies, FL and IL-17RAΔ showed identical FRET properties) (8). Consistent with our previous findings (8), coexpression of IL-17RAΔ/CFP and IL-17AΔ/YFP resulted in significant FRET efficiency compared with IL-17RAΔ paired with a noninteracting TNFR subunit. Moreover, FRET between IL-17RAΔ chains was reduced upon the addition of ligand (Fig. 1C) (8). Similarly, pairing IL-17RAΔ/CFP with IL-17AΔ/FN2 linker/YFP showed a FRET signal that was reduced after treatment with IL-17 or IL-17F (Fig. 1, C and D), indicating that the loss of a single FN1 domain within the receptor complex does not detectably modify subunit interactions (see Fig. 3). Unexpectedly, cells coexpressing IL-17RAΔ/FN2 linker/CFP and IL-17AΔ/FN2 linker/YFP showed a reproducible increase in FRET after IL-17 treatment (Fig. 1C), suggesting that a major alteration in the relative subunit configuration occurs when both FN1 domains are absent (see Fig. 3). There was no change in FRET in cells expressing IL-17AΔ/CFP with IL-17AΔ/FN2/YFP (which lacks the linker) after ligand treatment, although the baseline FRET was fairly high. Because N-FRET calculations are relative values, these results do not prove absolutely that the FN2 site alone is sufficient to drive receptor assembly in cells but are consistent with this hypothesis. Finally, to test biochemical association, HEK293 cells stably expressing

### Table 1. Homotypic interactions between IL-17RA occur via the FN2 domain∗

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pGBK7 (BD Construct)</th>
<th>pGADT7 (AD Construct)</th>
<th>Growth on Leu/Tryptophan</th>
<th>Growth on Leu/Tryptophan/Adenosine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B FL</td>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C FL</td>
<td>FN2 linker</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D FL</td>
<td>FN2</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E FN1</td>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F FN1</td>
<td>FN2 linker</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G FN2</td>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H FN2 linker</td>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I FN2 linker</td>
<td>FN2 linker</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J FN2 linker</td>
<td>FN2</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K FN2</td>
<td>FN2 linker</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L FN2</td>
<td>FN2</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M CARMA1</td>
<td>CARMA1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∗FL, IL-17RA or the FN1, FN2 linker, or FN2 domains were fused to Gal4 DNA binding domain (BD) or activation domain (AD). None of the constructs alone activated transcription in yeast (not shown). S. cerevisiae was transformed with the indicated plasmids, and growth on Leu-Trypt-deficient plates or Leu-Tryptophan-Ade-deficient plates was evaluated. CARMA1 served as a positive control (33). +, <5 colonies; ++, 20–50 colonies; ++++, 100–200 colonies; ++++, >500 colonies.
IL-17RAΔFN2linker/YFP were transiently transfected with a full-length IL-17RA construct fused to HA. Using anti-HA or M177 Abs, which recognize FL IL-17RA but not the IL-17RAΔFN2linker, we could demonstrate co-IP of the FL IL-17RA with the IL-17RAΔFN2linker (Fig. 1E). Together, all these approaches suggest that the FN2 domain, probably without the linker, mediates ligand-independent IL-17RA assembly. In addition, the FN1 domain apparently serves to modulate dynamic interactions between IL-17RA subunits.

The IL-17 ligand-binding site requires FN2 and the linker domain

The location of the IL-17 binding site on IL-17RA has not been reported. Because IL-17 triggered a change in FRET in cells expressing two IL-17RAΔFN2linker constructs (Fig. 1C), the FN2linker region appeared to encode at least a minimal ligand binding site. To determine requirements for IL-17-mediated signaling, IL-17RAFN2linker and IL-17RAFN1linker constructs (encoding FL cytoplasmic tails; Fig. 1B) were cotransfected into IL-17RA−/− fibroblasts together with an IL-17-responsive luciferase reporter (23). IL-17RAFN2linker, but not IL-17RAFN1linker, mediated IL-17-inducible signaling over a wide dose range (Fig. 2A, left panel and data not shown). Although the signal for FN2linker was reproducibly weaker than that of the wild type, these data nonetheless indicate that the FN1 domain is not essential, nor is the linker sufficient, for signaling. However, the linker appears to be critical for signaling, as IL-17RAFN2 reproducibly failed to mediate IL-17-dependent gene activation (Fig. 2A, right panel).

To evaluate the IL-17 interaction site further, cells expressing IL-17RAΔ or IL-17RAΔFN2linker were stained with two Abs to murine IL-17RA. As expected, both Abs bound to IL-17RAΔ, where the entire ECD is preserved (Fig. 2B, top panel). A neutralizing Ab to IL-17RA (clone M750) also stained cells expressing IL-17RAΔFN2linker, whereas a non-neutralizing Ab (clone M177) did not (Fig. 2B, bottom panel), consistent with an IL-17 binding site within the FN2linker region. Consistently, M750 immunoprecipitated both receptor constructs, whereas M177 only pulled down IL-17RAΔ (Fig. 2C; see Fig. 1B). To test the binding directly, cells stably expressing IL-17RAΔ or IL-17RAΔFN2linker were stained with IL-17 fused to Fc (IL-17Fc). Only a weak fluorescent signal was observed in cells expressing IL-17RAFN2linker compared with cells with IL-17RAΔ (Fig. 2D) despite an equivalent expression of both constructs (Fig. 2E). Binding was dose dependent and could be inhibited with the neutralizing anti-IL-17RA Ab M750 (Fig. 2D). To assess whether FN1linker or FN2 could bind to IL-17, cells were transiently transfected with these constructs and stained with IL-17Fc. The stable cell lines expressed higher and more uniform levels of IL-17RAΔ than transiently transfected cells (Fig. 2D, D vs F); however, there was no detectable binding of IL-17 to cells expressing IL-17RAFN1linker or IL-17RAΔFN2 (Fig. 2F) despite similar expression of each construct (not shown). These data indicate a requirement for FN2 and the linker for ligand binding, consistent with the FRET data where the FN2linker, but not FN2 alone, showed ligand-inducible changes in FRET (Fig. 1C). Moreover, FN1 appears to enhance ligand binding substantially but cannot bind IL-17 alone or mediate signaling (Fig. 2, A and F).

In summary, the IL-17RA PLAD appears to be located in the FN2 region of IL-17RA, whereas IL-17 binding also involves the linker and FN1 domain. Despite the ability of IL-17 to signal in the absence of FN1 (as in IL-17RAFN2linker), a complex lacking both FN1 domains is unable to bind IL-17 efficiently or induce the same conformational alteration as an intact IL-17RA ECD. Although a complete picture of IL-17R dynamics will await structural determinations, a model that fits these data is presented in Fig. 3 (8).

Discussion

Anti-cytokine receptor drugs have had a tremendous impact on treatment of autoimmunity, but not all patients respond to these drugs (24). A fundamental understanding of receptor structure can aid in developing novel therapeutics. A case in point is the TNFR, where mutational analysis defined an extracellular “pre-ligand assembly domain” or PLAD responsible for subunit trimerization (9). In models of arthritis, a peptide encoding the TNFR PLAD can mitigate disease (16). IL-17RA is considered a compelling target for autoimmunity (5), and the identification of a PLAD in IL-17RA sets the stage for developing analogous inhibitors of IL-17.

Computational analysis of IL-17RA predicted two FN domains joined by a flexible linker. FN domains are characteristic of class I and class II cytokine receptors where they play important roles in oligomerization and ligand binding (25–27). Y2H, co-IP, and FRET microscopy showed that the FN2 region mediates ligand-independent receptor multimerization, whereas the linker and the FN1 region do not seem to be essential in this regard (Table I and Fig. 1). Although FN1 is dispensable for preassembly, it appears to help mediate conformational alterations in the complex that follow ligand binding. Specifically, an increased FRET signal occurred in cells expressing two IL-17RAΔFN2linker constructs after treatment with IL-17, in contrast to the decreased FRET observed in receptor pairings that contain at least one intact IL-17RA ECD (Fig. 1, C and D) (8). Therefore, FN1 may act by reconfiguring the relative positions of IL-17RA subunits, perhaps to permit recruitment of an additional subunit to the complex. There is precedent for ligands to induce large movements in the constituent subunits of cytokine receptors, such as the erythropoietin receptor and...
TLR9 (12, 28). Interestingly, only one FN1 domain seems to be required for this event, because IL-17RAΔ paired with IL-17RAΔFN2linker showed the same decrease in FRET as two IL-17RAΔ subunits (Fig. 1). Although these studies focused only on IL-17RA, subunit reconfiguration in the IL-17 receptor complex likely involves IL-17RC, a necessary component of the human IL-17R (7). This is a potentially complicated issue, as there are many splice forms of IL-17RC that are poorly characterized in the mouse (29).

Another finding to emerge from these studies was that the FN2linker encodes the IL-17 binding site, which has never been mapped (Fig. 2). Based on other cytokine receptors, the inter-FN linker is likely to contain the actual ligand contact residues (30). Although the FN1linker cannot mediate signaling or bind IL-17 (Fig. 2A, F), the FN1 domain may function as a ligand affinity modulator, analogous to IL-2Rα in the IL-2 receptor (31). Indeed, IL-17-dependent signaling in the absence of FN1 is considerably reduced (Fig. 2A), and IL-17 binding to a receptor lacking FN1 is severely compromised (Fig. 2D). Therefore, it is possible that FN1 interacts with IL-17RC or directly with a ligand.

Interestingly, these data indicate that the PLAD and ligand binding domains are not separable, as they both involve FN2. In contrast, the TNFR PLAD and ligand binding domains are located on different cysteine-rich domains; however, ligand binding is nonetheless dependent on the presence of an intact TNFR PLAD (32). Thus, the PLAD domains in the TNFR and IL-17RA are functionally if not structurally similar.

In summary, this is the first detailed mapping of the IL-17RA extracellular domain, and this work may set the stage for future understanding and therapeutic manipulation of this unique receptor family.
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